Recently, many studies have been made on the emotion expression robot. Emotion of robot is usually expressed by facial expression, gesture, and voice which are generally used by human to express emotion. In the case of [1], facial expression, gesture and voice were used for the expression of emotion, and in the case of [2] [3] and [4], facial expression was used.
Extended Abstract
Recently, many studies have been made on the emotion expression robot. Emotion of robot is usually expressed by facial expression, gesture, and voice which are generally used by human to express emotion. In the case of [1] , facial expression, gesture and voice were used for the expression of emotion, and in the case of [2] [3] and [4] , facial expression was used.
In order to express an emotion for the robot, firstly the kind of the emotion to be expressed must be recognised by the robot. And the emotion is expressed by predetermined method by facial expression, voice, gesture and so on. In the case of [1] , the emotion to be expressed was extracted from SMS text using neural network and hidden markov model as [5] .
The robot in [1] makes a gesture which was predetermined according to the emotion each time a kind of emotion is extracted from the SMS text. A series of motion is needed to express an emotion. And for the smooth motion, many points must be used for one emotion expression. Therefore, it is not easy to make enough number of predetermined gestures to express all kinds of emotion.
The purpose of this study was to develop the algorithm to create a new predetermined gesture easily. For the purpose of easy creation of predetermined gesture, key frame concept was adopted. Key frame is a robot pose that is critical in order to express the emotion. A predetermined gesture is composed of several key frame. And one or more key frame can be added or removed easily to modify the gesture.
For the smooth motion between adjacent two key frames, the portion between adjacent two key frames is divided into a few parts and PWM algorithm is applied to each part.
For the creation and modification of a predetermined gesture, programming tool was developed. In this programming tool, a gesture can be created and modified by editing the number of key frames and the angle of each joint. With this programming tool, not only robot engineer but also anyone, who is not expert in robotics, can easily create or modify a predetermined gesture.
In this study, a motion control algorithm was developed for the robot expression of the emotion extracted from SMS text. Key frame concept was adopted for the easy creation and modification of an emotional gesture. Programming tool was also developed for the editing of the key frame sequence and joint angle.
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